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SummaryPractical Data Science with R lives up to its name. It explains basic principles without
the theoretical mumbo-jumbo and jumps right to the real use cases you'll face as you collect,
curate, and analyze the data crucial to the success of your business. You'll apply the R
programming language and statistical analysis techniques to carefully explained examples
based in marketing, business intelligence, and decision support.Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.About the
BookBusiness analysts and developers are increasingly collecting, curating, analyzing, and
reporting on crucial business data. The R language and its associated tools provide a
straightforward way to tackle day-to-day data science tasks without a lot of academic theory or
advanced mathematics.Practical Data Science with R shows you how to apply the R
programming language and useful statistical techniques to everyday business situations. Using
examples from marketing, business intelligence, and decision support, it shows you how to
design experiments (such as A/B tests), build predictive models, and present results to
audiences of all levels.This book is accessible to readers without a background in data science.
Some familiarity with basic statistics, R, or another scripting language is assumed.What's
InsideData science for the business professionalStatistical analysis using the R languageProject
lifecycle, from planning to deliveryNumerous instantly familiar use casesKeys to effective data
presentationsAbout the AuthorsNina Zumel and John Mount are cofounders of a San Francisco-
based data science consulting firm. Both hold PhDs from Carnegie Mellon and blog on statistics,
probability, and computer science at win-vector.com.Table of ContentsPART 1 INTRODUCTION
TO DATA SCIENCEThe data science processLoading data into RExploring dataManaging
dataPART 2 MODELING METHODSChoosing and evaluating modelsMemorization
methodsLinear and logistic regressionUnsupervised methodsExploring advanced
methodsPART 3 DELIVERING RESULTSDocumentation and deploymentProducing effective
presentations

ACM SIGACT, Reviewed by Allan M. Miller. doi :10.1145/3061640.3061644 ( dl.acm.org/
citation.cfm?doid=3061640.3061644 )"Practical Data Science with R" is a remarkable book,
packed with both valuable technical material about data science, and practical advice for how to
conduct a successful data science project. In a field that is so new, and growing so quickly, it is
an essential guide for practitioners, especially for the large numbers of new data scientists
moving into the field. It is not only a worthile read, it can serve as a useful ongoing technical
reference and practical manual for the data science practitioner.From the AuthorPhysical copy is
in black and white, e-copy includes color figures. Each physical copy comes with rights to a free
download of a complete e-copy.Please consider purchasing the newer, improved, second



edition of this book.About the AuthorNina Zumel co-founded Win-Vector, a data science
consulting firm in San Francisco. She holds a PH.D. in robotics from Carnegie Mellon and was a
content developer for EMC's Data Science and Big Data Analytics Training Course. Nina also
contributes to the Win-Vector Blog, which covers topics in statistics, probability, computer
science, mathematics and optimization.John Mount co-founded Win-Vector, a data science
consulting firm in San Francisco. He has a Ph.D. in computer science from Carnegie Mellon and
over 15 years of applied experience in biotech research, online advertising, price optimization
and finance. He contributes to the Win-Vector Blog, which covers topics in statistics, probability,
computer science, mathematics and optimization.Read more
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R for Data Science: Import, Tidy, Transform, Visualize, and Model Data



Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic introductory text for data science. This book is what I was
looking for for my new job as a Credit Risk Data Modeler (basically data science applied to
credit problems). It's coverage is broad, but deep and applied enough that I have been able to
apply its contents in my day-to-day work. I look forward to a second edition which will hopefully
rectify the following:Earlier in the book it seemed the authors took great pains to explain in
layman's terms the various statistical elements of the topic they were covering. They provided
very clear and meaningful explanations which made a lot of sense of complex topics. But later in
the book it seemed that that approach largely went out the window and they started using more
technical boiler plate to describe the various statistical tests and procedures. Rather than
perhaps give the technical boilerplate (as you'd see it in a textbook) and then elaborate on it with
a more human-centric explanation, they would just leave it at the nearly impervious technical
description and then proceed to explain how to conduct the test/procedure/etc in R. But without
understanding of what you're trying to accomplish and why, it's hard to write the code to actually
do it. Keep in mind that I'm relatively well prepared for this book too, having had as much stats
and econometrics as I could fit into my four-year degree. If I found some sections of the book too
technical to understand then it seems likely that the book would benefit from some additional
explanation and discussion in those later sections.Also, I have a good deal of "boots on the
ground" experience with this book in my attempts to apply it in my daily work. I've found that it is
useful, but could be more useful if there was more discussion of various practical problems. For
instance, much of my work is focused on producing a predictive model of likelihood of charge-
off. I.e., if we approve and fund this application, how likely is it to perform or charge-off. The book
shares some high-level approaches to finding problems in data (using plots and summaries),
fixing those problems using various techniques, selecting variables, and how to conduct the
statistical modeling (logistic in my case). But it fails to really tie those areas together beyond the
high-level. For instance, what are the assumptions of a logistic regression? How do you resolve
issues in your data to ensure that you meet those assumptions and can perform a valid logistic
regression? How do you really select variables when you're faced with at least 20 possibilities
(and potentially many many more if you count interaction terms, unfixed variables, and variables
which have been fixed in different ways)?I suppose, for what it was, that it is "mission
accomplished." I'd just like to see a lot more. Perhaps there's need for a second volume?
Perhaps "Advanced Practical Data Science with R?" Either this book could have a second
edition with a lot more content covering finding data problems, resolving those problems
intelligently (for instance, resolving missing data is basically left as "either drop the effected
records" or "use the mean as a replacement or the missing value," but there are alternative
methods which may be more suitable), what data problems will cause issues in OLS regression,
logistic regression, and machine learning; And how to practically select variables and a model. I
feel like the book gave me some tools to apply (like a small box of tools you might purchase from



a hardware store), but left a lot out. So now I'm in deep water trying to figure out why my logistic
regression isn't predictive enough and what I can do about it. Is it the data and how I fixed
variables? Is it the variables I've selected? Should I have used automated variable selection
techniques? Or just manually tried different variables? How does an experienced practitioner
approach these problems? I know they iterate: explore data, clean data, select variables, select
model, test model, look at data, change data, change variables, etc... but practically speaking
what does it look like? In the book they offer a hand-coded basic variable selection script, and
mention that one could also use stepwise variable selection. In the real world I'm reasonably
sure that this is not actually done--mostly because their selection script does about as well as
stepwise at selecting appropriate variables. There are many other better ways of selecting
variables, I've discovered, and I wish that they'd discussed some of those ways (pros and cons),
and shown how to conduct them in a meaningful fashion. Same thing with building a model. In
my case, I have a whole bunch of variables, limited data (about 2000 records, with the desired
outcome only occurring in 120 of those), and the automated tools (various R packages I've
discovered and applied) either take a long time to run and/or yield poor results. But if not
automated tools then what? Manually add variables and ANOVA test the difference between the
first and second model?I'd just like more...more discussion and elaboration and examples of
how practical data science is conducted. This book seems like it does a fantastic job as an
introduction to the topic, but you'll quickly find that you'll be in deep water without a clue how to
swim--as in my case. You'll be left to your own devices, and find yourself wishing, as I do, that
there was more in the book (or another book) that I could study after this one which would help
take me from beginner data scientist to intermediate.Overall, I'm very glad I bought and read the
book.”

Indrajeet Patil, “"The" book to have if you want to be a data scientist and working with R. Hands-
on textbook that covers pretty much all aspects of data science (with keen attention to business
demands). Importantly, it doesn't shy away from discussing statistical details behind the most
common routines in machine learning, which I really appreciated as I was tired of typical DS
books that take a black box approach that just shows "how" without explaining the "why". I think
it's worth having a copy of this book irrespective of whether you are a beginner to data science
or a veteran. Highly recommended!If you buy a hard copy, I would also recommend having a
look at the colorful figures in the companion soft copy of the book.”

chrisinsouthphx, “Practical Data Science is a fun interesting book. Practical Data Science is a
fun interesting book.. There are parts that lost me.... like watching a ball under the three shells
kind of thing... but-- the 70% of the book that I DID get is remarkable. I learned many things that
I will put to use. Well worth the price of the book. For example-- I loved the lookup vectors to
change values.. very interesting graphs. This book does not waste your time. Hopefully soon I
can grasp everything. Good job. I recommend for all R users. I love that the examples are about



real business situations and not plant life.”

AloeQueen, “Great book to learn R programming and Stats. Love this book (as well as other
books from this publisher) - very useful examples, simple step-by-step explanations and great
content overall! Useful for learning both R programming and stats (they are explained very well)”

Pedram, “This is a great book that artfully bridges the gap of data science .... This is a great book
that artfully bridges the gap of data science as a process and data science as a practice. Really
well written and I refer to in constantly.”

Daniel, “Título obligado.. Un libro que debe estar en todas las estanterías de un científico de
datos que use R.”

Cliente de Ebook Library, “Buen libro. Muy buen libro”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Delivered as it was described.”

The book by Nina Zumel has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 64 people have provided feedback.
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